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Form of material and dates: Letters, 1888-1920, received by John R. Rutherfoord, an attorney in Richmond, Va. Most of the letters are concerned with legal matters but some are requests to endorse Rutherfoord for a judgeship in the 9th Judicial Circuit Court.

Number of items; Date received; Source
11 items; (3 Sept. 1928; Acquired in exchange from L.H. Viereckt.
(12 Jan. 1937; Acquired in exchange from L.H. Viereckt.
(27 May 1937; Acquired in exchange from L.H. Viereckt.
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10 March 1909. B.O. James, Richmond, Va., to John Rutherfoord, "city" [Richmond, Va.]. TLS. 1 p.


